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 The 163 Best Paleo Slow Cooker Recipes
100% Gluten-Free
by Judith Finlayson
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Binding: Paperback 
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Price: $24.95

Delicious and satisfying Paleo diet friendly slow cooker recipes that everyone can enjoy.  
  Enjoy old standards and new classics with this very topical collection of slow cooker recipes. They've been refined to meet the needs of people who
subscribe to the Paleo or Primal lifestyle. The Paleo diet is currently one of the most popular diets being followed today and has been embraced by nearly 1.5
million people in North America. The recipes don't contain any grains or legumes (therefore making all of them gluten-free), no refined sugars, no refined
oils or processed ingredients -- the basic principles of the diet.   
  Slow cookers are hugely popular because they're so convenient and the results so delicious -- all the recipes in this book pay very close attention to Paleo
guidelines while also recognizing that there's a wide variety of reasons that people choose to eat Paleo that go beyond            weight loss. So there's room to
be flexible depending on your personal requirements and expectations of the diet.   
  It's all here: from great family food to more sophisticated recipes for entertaining, not to mention luscious desserts:
     Starters and Snacks: Eggplant Caviar, Country Terrine, Swedish Meatballs, Braised Tomato Topping
   Soups: Shrimp Bisque, Double Tomato Soup with Arugula-Walnut Pesto
   Poultry: Chicken Provencal, Texas-Style Chicken Stew, Tomato-Braised Turkey Breast
   Fish and Seafood: Braised Swordfish, Caribbean Pepper Pot, Florida Fish Chowder
   Beef and Veal: Short Ribs in Rich Mushroom Gravy, Meatball Goulash, Mom's Sunday Pot Roa ...

 Back To Basics
100 Simple Classic Recipes with a Twist
by Michael Smith

ISBN: 9780143184102
Binding: Paperback 
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Pub. Date: 2013-09-03
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Price: $32.00

Michael Smith goes back to basics with a twist!
Michael Smith has been passionate about cooking simple, great-tasting food since his mom first introduced him to cooking at an early age. Since then,
Michael has become one of Canada's most successful cookbook writers and a hugely popular celebrity chef on Food Network Canada. But, never far from
his own home kitchen, it's the time-tested basic recipes that he regularly cooks for his family. In Back to Basics, Michael shares 100 sure-fire classic recipes,
tips, and cooking techniques. And, in every recipe he shows how easy it is to add a twist or two to your cooking.
Chock full of mouth-watering photography to inspire, Back to Basics is Michael's simple approach to cooking basics that he wants to share with every home
cook. Once you understand the basics behind a recipe, you can then stir your personality into your cooking. You'll see how easy it is to impress family and
friends in your own kitchen. And, once you know the basic rules, you can break them. You'll never get stuck making a dish just one way!
Inside, you'll find Michael's favorite classic recipes like Crispy Crusty Chicken Strips with Global Dips, Beef Pot Pie with Cheddar Biscuit Crust, Bacon
Roast Pork Tenderloin, Tomato Basil Crusted Whitefish, Goat Cheese Gnocchi with Sage Butternut Squash Sauce, and Bacon & Blue Cheese Risotto. And,
no meal is complete without dessert, so try making classic sweet treats like Pumpkin Pie Tarts, Apple Cinnamon Fritters and Peanut Butter Brownies.
Michael's passionate commitment to cooking simple classic recipes will inspire and guide you as you impress yourself in your own kitchen. Enjoy!
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 The Canadian Craft Beer Cookbook

by David Ort
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Price: $29.95

"David Ort, author of the popular blog Food with Legs, gives us with this book a lively and engaging introduction to craft beer as well as an across-the-board
set of recipes that use craft beer as an ingredient, feature craft beer ingredients or provide the perfect compliment to your favourite beer. 

Starters and snacks, noodles and rice, seafood and meat and poultry, even beer cocktails and sweets and desserts make an appearance (Oak-Aged Old-Ale Ice
Cream, anyone?). Dishes such as Beer Fondue and Currywurst are new twists in the Traditional Beer Partners section. The Beer Pantry section has mouth-
watering condiments: Pumpkin Ale Mustard and Wild Beer Vinegar, to name just two. Home brewing enthusiasts will find a sampling of recipes made from
craft beer ingredients such as hops and barley. Most of the recipes also come with David's expert recommendation for a specific Canadian craft beer. Along
with profiles of craft-beer makers across Canada, The Canadian Craft Beer Cookbook is ideal for craft-beer experts as well as novices, and for anyone who
delights in ramping up the taste of their favourite dishes with something different."
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 Classico e Moderno

Essential Italian Cooking
by  Michael White,  Andrew Friedman,  Thomas Keller

ISBN: 9780345530523
Binding: Hardback 
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Pub. Date: 2013-11-05
Pages: 448
Price: $55.00

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

Having won or been nominated for just about every known prestigious culinary award, Michael White is hailed by food critics as the next great hero of
Italian gastronomy. His reach extends around the globe with a clutch of acclaimed fine dining restaurants, including Marea, Ai Fiori, Osteria Morini, and
pizzeria Nicoletta.
  
 Now, in Classico e Moderno, White brings his passion for authentic Italian cuisine to the home kitchen, with recipes--nearly 250--that cover both the
traditional and contemporary dishes of the region. In the "Classico" portion, White shares such iconic dishes as Meatballs Braised in Tomato Sauce; Pasta
and Bean Soup; Cavatelli with Lamb RagÃ¹ and Bell Peppers; and Roasted Pork Leg with Rosemary and Black Pepper. The "Moderno" chapters feature
recipes that have put White's restaurants on the map, including Chicken Liver Crostini with Marsala-Braised Onions; Fusili with Red Wine-Braised Octopus
and Bone Marrow; and Veal Chops with Roasted Endive and Pancetta Cream Sauce. 
  
 Both the Classico and Moderno sections offer ideas for your whole meal: first courses (Vitello Tonnato, Garganelli with Caviar Cream ), soups (Zuppa di
BaccalÃ¡, White Bean Soup with SautÃ©ed Shrimp), pastas (Tortellini alla Pann ...

 The Complete Beer Course
Boot Camp for Beer Geeks: From Novice to Expert in Twelve Tasting Classes
by Joshua M. Bernstein

ISBN: 9781402797675
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Sterling Epicure
Pub. Date: 2013-09-03
Pages: 320
Price: $26.95

It's a great time to be a beer drinker, but also the most confusing, thanks to the dizzying array of available draft beers. Expert Joshua Bernstein comes to the
rescue with The Complete Beer Course, demystifying the sudsy stuff and breaking down the elements that make beer's flavor spin into distinctively different
and delicious directions. Structured around a series of easy-to-follow classes, his course hops from lagers and pilsners to hazy wheat beers, Belgian-style
abbey and Trappist ales, aromatic pale ales and bitter IPAs, roasty stouts, barrel-aged brews, belly-warming barley wines, and mouth-puckering sour ales.
There is even a class on international beer styles and another on pairing beer with food and starting your own beer cellar. Through suggested, targeted
tastings, you'll learn when to drink down-and when to dump those suds down a drain.

 The Cook's Illustrated Baking Book
Baking Demystified With 450 Foolproof Recipes From America's Most Trusted Food
Magazine
by COOK'S ILLUSTRATED

ISBN: 9781936493586
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Prais for the Cook's Illustrated
Publisher: Boston Common Press
Pub. Date: 2013-10-07
Pages: 520
Price: $44.00

The Next Book in a Highly Successful Series
More than 20 years of baking know-how from k's Illustrated magazine and the authors of The New York Times best sellers The Cook's Illustrated Cookbook
and The Science of Good Cooking
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 The Flavour Principle

by Lucy Waverman
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Price: $40.00

Canada's favourite culinary pair creates a one-of-a-kind cookbook that will be everyone's go-to food and winematching guide
Every great dish has a centre of gravity, a flavour or essence that pulls together other ingredients into a coherent and compelling whole. Indian curry spices,
fiery Thai chilis, lemony citrus, smoky barbecue rubs--these are all flavours that we adore and that get our taste buds asking for more. Flavour is, quite
simply, what makes us passionate about food and drink. At last, here is a cookbook that focuses on this fundamental concept.
Organized around eleven distinctive tastes, from spicy to tart to bitter and beyond, The Flavour Principle features more than thirty gorgeous menus with
complementary--and sometimes surprising--beverage pairings. Covering flavours from all over the world, this cookbookis a journey around the globe.
Modern and eclectic in approach, The Flavour Principle has broad appeal to food and wine lovers. Like A Matter of Taste before it, The Flavour Principle
sets a new standard in food-and-beverage pairing cookbooks.
.

 From Scratch
by Allen Salkin

ISBN: 9780399159329
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 448
Price: $29.50

"Allen Salkin shows how the sausage really gets made at the Food Network in From Scratch, a behind-the-scenes history liberally spiced with gossip and
unsavory tidbits."--Entertainment Weekly
  
   "A detailed look at the network from start-up phase to the present, with a generous lump of juicy stories about the network's most polarizing figures--Guy
Fieri, Bobby Flay, Anthony Bourdain and, of course, Paula Deen y'all--heaped on top."--The Atlantic Wire
  
   Big personalities, high drama--the extraordinary behind-the-scenes story of the Food Network, now about to celebrate its twentieth anniversary: the
business, media, and cultural juggernaut that changed the way America thinks about food.
  
   In October 1993, a tiny start-up called the Food Network debuted to little notice. Twenty years later, it is in 100 million homes, approaches a billion dollars
a year in revenue, and features a galaxy of stars whose faces and names are as familiar to us as our own family's.
  
   But what we don't know about them, and the people behind them, could fill a book.
  
   Based upon extensive inside access, documents, and interviews with hundreds of executives, stars, and employees all up and down the ladder, Allen
Salkin's book is an exhilarating roller-coaster ride from chaos to conquest (and sometimes back). As Salkin takes us inside the conference rooms, studios,
homes, restaurants, and after-hours meetings, we see a salty Julia Child lordi ...
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 In The Kitchen With Stefano Faita

Over 250 Simple and Delicious Everyday Recipes
by Stefano Faita

ISBN: 9780143188780
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2013-10-08
Pages: 448
Price: $29.00

In his enormously popular CBC-TV show, In the Kitchen with Stefano Faita, Stefano inspires viewers every weekday with his passion for making food from
scratch using fresh, simple ingredients. He shares his easy-to-make rustic recipes, many inspired by his family's rich Italian food history, and encourages
viewers to get "in the kitchen" to enjoy food with friends and family.Now you can cook with complete confidence! This fabulous TV companion cookbook
makes it easy for all home cooks to impress everyone at the kitchen table by serving fabulous meals time and again. In the Kitchen with Stefano Faita
features over 250 fan-favourite recipes from the first two seasons of the series.This gorgeous cookbook offers lots of tasty options for any meal or occasion
from breakfast to dinner, along with plenty of sides,  salads, snacks, desserts and drinks. Start the day with delicious breadfasts such as Apple and Cheddar
French Toast or a Coconut Mango Smoothie. And enjoy the wide selection of easy everyday pastas and mains like Creamy Mediterranean Spaghetti,
Buttermilk Fried Chicken, Pecan-Crusted Baked Fish and Saucy Garlic BBQ Ribs. Also included are dinner menus for both everyday and special
occasions--Stefano is with you from start to finish with these great family-friendly meals.In the Kitchen with Stefano Faita makes it easy to get in the kitchen
and have fun!

 Lidia's Commonsense Italian Cooking
150 Delicious and Simple Recipes Anyone Can Master
by Lidia Bastianich

ISBN: 9780449016206
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2013-10-15
Pages: 304
Price: $35.00

In her beautifully illustrated new cookbook, Lidia Bastianich lays out a comprehensive curriculum of wise cooking tips--from the cutting board to the
kitchen table. Channeling the instructive elements from her TV show, she teaches us that a good dose of common sense is the key ingredient to a stellar
meal. As storyteller and chef, she draws on anecdotes to educate and illustrate. Recalling lessons learned from her mother, Erminia, and her grandmother
Nonna Rosa, Lidia pays homage to the kitchen sages who inspired her.
Whether it's Citrus Roasted Veal, or Rustic Ricotta Tart, each recipe is a tangible feast. We learn to look at ingredients as both geographic and cultural
indicators. In Campania, the region where mozzarella is king, we discover it best eaten three hours after preparation. In Genova we are taught that while
focaccia had its basil origins in the Ligurain culinary tradition, the herbs and flavorings will change from region to region; as home chefs, we can experiment
with rosemary or oregano or olives or onions! When it's time for dessert, Lidia draws on the scared customs of nuns in Italian monasteries and convents and
reveals the secret to rice pudding with a blessing. 
Lidia's Commonsense Guide to Italian Cooking is a collection of 150 delectable recipes, told with commonsense cooking wisdom, that teaches us how create
simple, seasonal Italian dishes with grace, confidence and love.

 The Pedant In The Kitchen
by Julian Barnes

ISBN: 9780857896544
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ATLANTIC BOOKS
Pub. Date: 2013-09-24
Pages: 160
Price: $22.00

This work is an elegant account of Julian Barnes' search for gastronomic precision. It is a quest that leaves him seduced by Jane Grigson, infuriated by Nigel
slater and reassured by Mrs Beeton's Victorian virtues. For anyone who has ever been defeated by a cookbook.
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